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Abstract

Recommendation algorithms used by social media, like YouTube, significantly shape our information

consumption across various domains. Their influence is especially critical in healthcare, where they can en-

danger lives by promoting misleading health information and practices. Hence, algorithmic auditing becomes

crucial to uncover their potential bias and misinformation, particularly in the context of controversial topics

like abortion. We introduce a simple yet effective sock puppet auditing approach to investigate how YouTube

recommends abortion-related videos to individuals with different backgrounds. First, we generate user data

from YouTube recommendation sessions using simulated individual interactions based on different watching

histories and opinions about abortion. Second, we employ graph analysis methods to identify the most

influential recommendations made to users among 11174 videos. Then, we evaluate our findings on bias and

misinformation in YouTube’s abortion-related recommendations. Our findings show that the user’s watch

history does not substantially affect the type of recommended videos. In addition, YouTube predominantly

promotes pro-abortion content, with only 4% being misleading, as shown by the 58.4% pro-abortion videos

in their prominent recommendations. However, We found that individuals with medical backgrounds or

extensive histories of medical-related content are less likely to come across abortion myth-debunking videos,

while those who have engaged with feminism-related material are more likely to encounter anti-abortion

videos. We emphasize the black-box evaluation of YouTube recommendations and assess the veracity of its

claims that it has removed deceptive content about abortion. Our framework allows for efficient auditing of

recommendation systems, regardless of the complexity of the underlying algorithms.

Keywords: Abortion misinformation, YouTube recommendation, Graph analysis, Algorithmic bias,

Black-box recommendation systems, Recommendation auditing

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Platforms for user-generated videos, like YouTube, have seen a sharp increase in popularity in recent years.

For many people, it has emerged as one of the most important information sources [39]. Unfortunately, these
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platforms can be a source for the dissemination of false information that might harm individuals and alter their

viewpoints and decisions [57], such as health-related misinformation [36, 52, 22]. They can also be aligned with

some viewpoint on specific issues [3] or exhibit undesirable behaviors [27, 48]. Auditing algorithmic recommen-

dations provided by social media platforms [9] is critical to improving the reliability and trustworthiness of their

content, particularly when it comes to health knowledge.

Because there is a substantial amount of user-created data being shared on these platforms, they must

depend on algorithms that provide features like personalization, recommendations, and content filtering. This

is the case with YouTube [5], in which video suggestion and feed personalization, as well as enforcing community

guidelines [2] (that specify what sort of material is and is not permitted on the network), cannot be achieved

by humans alone. However, these algorithms may use probabilistic decision-making techniques that are too

complex for humans to comprehend, or too costly to monitor.

As a result, efforts to audit these algorithmic solutions have grown more common [14, 8], since auditing

provides an operational trail that demonstrates bias and promotes transparency.

1.2 Motivation

Social media platforms may contribute to a safer and more reliable online environment for healthcare content

by improving algorithmic control and rigorous auditing, encouraging greater confidence among users seeking

accurate and reputable health information. In this context, abortion is a major healthcare concern that faces

numerous challenges, as a result of the spread of misinformation and biased opinions on social media platforms.

As a very sensitive subject, abortion discussions often become polarized, leading to the spread of inaccurate

information and misconceptions.

On June 24, 2022, the US Supreme Court overruled the historic Roe v. Wade decision, in which the Court

determined that the United States Constitution granted the right to abortion. This means that decisions on the

legality of abortion are left to the states, making access to abortion vary dramatically across the country [61].

This sparked several rallies around the country, pushing the problem into the spotlight. According to Google

Trends, there has been an increase in searches for keywords such as “abortion”, “abortion in US”, “women’s

rights”, “ban abortion”, “abortion laws”, “Roe v Wade”, “Post Roe”, “pro-choice”, and “pro-life”.

Consequently, Google blogged that it will automatically delete location history when users visit sensitive

places like abortion clinics [19]. Three weeks later, YouTube announced its intention to stop the spread of

incorrect information and dangerous advice about abortion [68, 16]. This involves removing videos that instruct

users on how to perform hazardous abortions or encourage untrue claims.

YouTube’s involvement might have an impact beyond the US, since countries differ in their views on abortion,

and there is controversy over its legality internationally. This motivates us to audit the platform to see if it has

been successful in removing content that spreads misinformation about abortion, and whether YouTube tries

to promote one viewpoint, in the anti-/pro-abortion debate, more than another.
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1.3 Objective

YouTube’s algorithms serve two key purposes: search and recommendation. The search engine assists the user

in finding videos quickly by suggesting queries based on search terms connected to the user search and watch

history, as well as what other users have previously looked for [1]. It then identifies relevant materials, and

ranks them by order of significance. The recommendation algorithm suggests videos that the user may find

interesting. These suggestions are displayed as a list of recommendations on the right side of the screen while a

video is playing, and as a feed when the user visits the home page or other sections (trending, subscriptions. . . ).

YouTube’s algorithms bias can be present in the search results [24, 49], in the homepage feed [42, 62] or

in the list of recommendations (we will refer to it as YouTube recommendations), which this study tries to

measure.

While YouTube has not disclosed the technical details of its recommendation algorithm, they are likely to still

be using a deep learning process [15] in which candidates are first selected from a corpus of videos based on user

history and context, and then ranked based on the features of the videos and other factors. However, without

a thorough understanding of the algorithm, the whole video database upon which the algorithm operates, and

the user’s behaviors in response to algorithmic suggestions, the recommendation system (RS) is essentially a

“black box” from the perspective of social scientist, regulators, or external auditors.

For this reason, we study YouTube recommendations empirically. We implement a data gathering mechanism

to mimic users watching a series of recommended YouTube videos under various experimental scenarios. The

most prominent videos are then classified based on the trustworthiness of their information and their viewpoint

on the issue. Finally, we examine the empirical findings to look at how YouTube recommends abortion-related

videos.

2 Literature review

2.1 Misinformation and bias in recommendation systems

There are many potential sources of bias in a recommendation system that generally reflect individuals’ own

cognitive and societal biases [6]. These biases can range from individual behavioral biases (selective exposure

[65]) to data bias (homophilous social network [7]) and algorithmic bias (filter bubble [44]). Thus, the loop

effect resulting from combining all these bias types represents a vicious cycle wherein social recommendation

platforms progressively amplify ideological bias. This entails suggesting political content that aligns with users’

past engagement, leading to a reinforcing loop of exposure to ideologically similar viewpoints. Misinformation

refers to false or inaccurate information that is deliberately propagated to intentionally cause public harm and

misleading, or for profit [67]. Misinformation and bias are linked dynamics on social media platforms such as

YouTube. Given the various methods of reinforcing users’ existing biases, this can make users more susceptible

to accepting and sharing misinformation that confirms their preconceived ideas [71, 37]. For instance, the

algorithmic amplification and the virtual filter bubble construction contribute easily to the rapid spread of
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misinformation within specific YouTube communities, which shows the intricate interplay between personal

beliefs, recommendation algorithms, and the distribution of unreliable content. YouTube, a widely used online

social media platform, faces significant concerns related to its recommendation system. Its recommendation

algorithm has been described as a ”long-term addiction machine” [51], which has been criticized for putting its

users in ”rabbit holes” [31]. Given that recommendations drive 70% of YouTube’s content consumption [50], the

potential for unintentionally exposing audiences to more and more biased content becomes notably concerning.

2.2 In the context of health-related content

It is critical to emphasize the importance of misinformation and biased content particularly in the context of

health topics and information. The possibility of accidentally exposing users to biased or inaccurate health

content is not simply an issue of misinformation promotion, but also a serious threat to public health [59, 13].

The impact of recommendation system dynamics on health issues highlights the critical necessity for responsible

algorithmic thinking, auditing and content curation to protect the well-being of individuals seeking trustworthy

health information.

While the scientific community has mainly focused on the consequences of misinformation about vaccines and

communicable diseases in the context of public health (e.g., COVID-19 misinformation [54, 33, 64]), there is an

important gap in addressing individual health-related misinformation. The spread of abortion misinformation is

a striking example of this gap [45, 56]. Personal decisions and understandings of abortion-related misinformation

could definitely contribute to shaping public knowledge and attitudes, and propagating societal considerations

and actions. This is particularly important in this era of big data and giant social media platforms, where prior

studies have shown that 70.1% of women obtain information regarding abortion from the internet [34]. Prior

works have focused on investigating abortion misinformation in internet and social media through empirical

studies that delve into users’ experiences with abortion-related content [56, 45, 66]. These studies mainly

identify the various types and key sources of misinformation [56, 66], provide statistics based on user interaction

metrics [66], and examine users’ strategies for coping with this misleading information [56]. To the best of

our knowledge, our work is the first study to present an auditing framework for misinformation and bias of

abortion-related recommendations on YouTube.

2.3 Auditing YouTube recommendations

Over the past decade, the research community has conducted several audit studies on YouTube, concentrating

on diverse methodological approaches to analyze the potential of the platform’s recommendation algorithms for

promoting radicalization and misinformation [58, 4, 25]. An interesting line of research involves using active

measurements, often involving sock puppets (without previous watching history), to investigate algorithmic

pathways that steer users from ideologically moderated content to more extreme content via video and channel

recommendations [48, 32]. These works illuminate how YouTube’s recommendation system might accidentally

guide users toward polarized and extreme content. In the same context, there have been some works [23, 48] that
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used passive measurements to prove the same result based on user interaction histories (e.g., previous watched

videos, clicks, comments, ...). Here, the sock puppet training is crucial for personalized recommendations and

observing the loop bias effect in practice [24, 55, 43, 41]. However, the audit using real user activity cannot

clearly separate the effects of recommendation algorithms from other factors driving radicalization and bias

amplification.

Misinformation and biased content in YouTube recommendation have always been a major concern to judge

the platform ethical policy and quality of services. YouTube has already announced efforts for mitigating

these effects in its recommendations [60]. In the literature, there are many intervention strategies that can

be used to address this problem. These proposed approaches can essentially be implemented from a system

design perspective using pre-processing [69, 47, 35], or in-processing [70, 20, 12], or post-processing approaches

[38, 46]. Indeed, such solutions have the potential to be valuable for auditing recommendations. However, they

come with a significant requirement: having in-depth knowledge and special access to the platform’s algorithms

and models for implementation and modification. In other words, the platform itself would need to actively

implement and test these methods internally, which is a complex task and often not feasible. Therefore, auditing

black-box systems has always been a challenging topic poorly addressed by the research community. Among

the recently published related works about this topic, Srba et al. [58] used a sock puppet audit methodology

that demonstrated the possibility to “burst the bubbl” of misinformation videos on YouTube by consuming

videos debunking that misinformation. Carrascosa et al. [11] also proposed a trained sock puppet approach

for measuring and understanding behavioural targeted advertising in the online advertising market. Also,

Figueiredo et al. [18] explored how targeted YouTube video-ads meet the regulatory policies (e.g., ethics and

laws) regarding children advertising in Brazil and Canada, and Le et al. [30] developed a sock puppet auditing

system to investigate the personalization of web search results based on users’ browsing histories, which can

be inferred by search engines via third-party partnerships. In an interesting study on Twitter, Bartley et al.

[9] used a sock-puppet audit and provided evidence that algorithmic curation of content systematically distorts

the information people see.

In the same context, we present in this work a trained sock-puppet audit methodology (using artificial user-

bots) for abortion-related videos on YouTube, which is audited as a black-box RS. The choice of the abortion

topic is motivated by its significant societal and health implications, as well as the problematic content it

presents. Moreover, its exploration within the context of auditing RS is novel from a scientific and research

perspective.

3 Material and methods

The overarching goal of our study is to examine the extent to which YouTube recommendations spread mis-

information and biased content about abortion. Given the difficulty of auditing black-box systems such as

YouTube, we aimed to replicate the typical customary browsing and watching behavior of individuals. To this

purpose, we take into account the different prevalent ideologies and personal attitudes of individuals seeking
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abortion-related information online. Thus, we design and implement a sock puppet auditing system to train

user profiles through watching sessions of recommended videos on YouTube about abortion, guided by specific

search query rules and video selection criteria. Figure 1 shows the general process and steps of our auditing

system that are discussed below.

Figure 1: Our sock puppet auditing system to measure bias and the spread of misinformation of abortion-related
content on YouTube.

3.1 Data collection

Sandvig et al. [53] reviewed several black box algorithm audit designs, in particular: code audit (when the

algorithm is disclosed), noninvasive user audit (which rely on users’ answers to questions about how they

interact with the platform), scraping audit (in which repeated queries are sent to the platform to observe the

outcome), sock puppet audit (where a program assumes the role of a user), and crowdsourced audit (that uses

hired users). For our study, we opted for an approach similar to the sock puppet audit, because it offers us a

great deal of flexibility in the manipulation of fake users and in data collection.

Using bots, we mimic users who are seeking information about abortion on YouTube. Each bot begins

by watching videos gathered from the results of specific search queries on YouTube. While doing so, the

recommended abortion videos are collected to be watched next in the following iteration. Each sequence

is collected using a distinct Google account with different watch and search history on YouTube. We finally

processed over 38k videos, 11174 of which are unique. We detail each stage of the experiment below. The videos

have been viewed across multiple sessions over a week to ensure more accurate and relevant recommendations,

reduce noise, and align closely with user preferences. This method efficiently minimizes the influence of noise

in the final analysis, providing more reliable and meaningful insights.

3.1.1 Data collection process

Although YouTube provides an official API that allows the collection of data and has been used in many studies

[3, 28, 32], we do not use it in our work. Instead, we use Selenium and Python to simulate user behavior and

collect recommended video features. The reason for this is that we want to study the effect of the user’s watch

history on the recommendations, but individual personalizations are not applied to suggestions provided by

the API [54]. In fact, they are based on item-to-item similarity and overall user engagement and satisfaction

metrics. The consideration of interface affordance shows that users are presented with video recommendations

through five distinct pathways: recommendations following keyword queries in the search bar; personalized

suggestions based on user interactions; a feed featuring trending videos in specific geographic regions; and a

segment displaying new or unwatched content from subscribed channels. For the scope of this study, our focus
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will be exclusively directed towards recommendations appearing after querying abortion-related keywords.

3.1.2 Simulated profiles

To investigate how YouTube suggestions vary based on what a user has previously seen or looked for, we created

six profiles using different YouTube accounts (Google accounts) and had them search for and watch specific

types of content on Google and YouTube:

• Profile 1: radical feminism and general pro feminism.

• Profile 2: anti feminism, male supremacy, incel (Males who may exhibit misogynistic behavior and believe

that they are unjustly treated by women and society.).

• Profile 3: no search or watch history.

• Profile 4: medical lecture and trustworthy medical content.

• Profile 5: conspiracy theories (flat earth, UFO. . . ).

• Profile 6: no search or watch history.

In each profile, except for Profile 3 and 6, before we start any collection of data, a bot connects to the

appropriate account and executes specific search queries on Google and YouTube, as well as watching videos

and visiting websites according to the ideology (theme) of the profile. We ensure that the bot watches 3 minutes

of selected videos and stays on each website for at least 5 seconds. According to [42], for YouTube to start

offering more customized suggestions, a user must view a minimum of 22 videos. Therefore, the number of

videos seen by each profile (to have even more targeted recommendations) ranges between 70 and 130.

Although Profiles 3 and 6 are freshly created and will have no history when we begin collecting suggested

abortion videos, they are still distinct from using the API or a private browser. This is because they will remain

connected to YouTube while watching abortion-related content, allowing YouTube to provide us with a higher

degree of personalization. Additionally, it is important to note that they do not serve the same purpose, since

the first three profiles are used to examine viewpoints in YouTube recommendations, whereas the final three

profiles are used to assess the spread of misinformation.

3.1.3 Search queries

Each sequence of collected video starts with a search query. For the first three profiles, where our goal is to see

the prevalence of pro-, neutral-, and anti-abortion videos in YouTube recommendations, we must be aware of

not including any search query bias. For that purpose, we chose to have these profiles solely search for the term

“abortion”, because this is the most neutral word that we can use to look for videos that address the topic.

However, for the last three profiles, we want to start our watch session from the results of biased search queries,

since YouTube claims to have eliminated abortion misinformation from the platform (as discussed in 1.2). For

that purpose, we run search queries on the following sentences: “abortion affects fertility”, “abortion causes
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emotional and mental harm”, “abortion causes cancer”, “abortion herbs are safer”, “post-abortion syndrome”,

“died from abortion”, “abortion is dangerous”, “abortion destroys”, “how to abort fetus”, “illegal abortion”,

“abortion pills”, “abortion is not safe”, “self abortion”, “home abortion”, “abortion causes”, “does mugwort

induce abortion”, “abortion reversal pills”.

Following the execution of the selected search queries, each profile scrolls the result page enough times to

compile a list of videos that will serve as seed videos. Each profile then start its watching session from its seed

videos, prompting YouTube to recommend videos. Since we are only interested in bias induced by the RS, we

do not watch the seed videos in the order they appear on the search result page, to avoid any ranking bias from

the search engine.

3.1.4 Video selection

We want to simulate individuals who are exclusively interested in abortion videos. A word frequency study

revealed that the word “abortion” predominates in the titles (Over 80% of videos that appear in the search

results, after executing the search queries presented in Section 3.1.3, include the word “abortion” in their titles.),

and even when other common words like “ban” and “rights” are included in the title, the word “abortion” is

also used in that title. For this reason, we only consider videos whose titles mention the word “abortion”.

Using the same profile, each video is watched for an average of 10 seconds, and never watched twice to avoid

having a different list of recommendations for the same video. Meanwhile, we collect video information like

the number of views, duration, and so on. Most importantly, we scroll the page enough times to collect (in

the order they appear in the list) recommended videos that include “’abortion” in the title. These videos are

watched in the next iteration, and the procedure is repeated.

3.2 Data annotation and analysis

In similar empirical studies, the annotation of collected data represents a crucial part. But given the amount

of data, it requires a lot of time and labor. Some studies employ machine learning (ML) [52, 42], although such

approaches necessitate human labeling of a portion of the data to be used as a training set, since there is hardly

any dataset resembling the collected data. Moreover, approaches relying on ML may be inaccurate without a

sufficiently large initial training set. As a result, we propose a method that only requires manual labeling, but

meaningfully extracts most relevant items to be labelled.

First, we generate a recommendation graph where nodes represent videos, and a directed edge from a node

A to a node B is added if video B appears in the recommendation list of video A. The weight of the edge from

node A to node B reflects the rank of video B in A’s list, and what we assume is the probability of watching

video B next. Thus, we want the sum of a node’s outgoing edges to equal one. Additionally, we do not want to

have a big difference between the outgoing edges weights of a node, because we assume that a user will still be

interested in a video that appears at the bottom of the list. In our case, when watching a video, an average of

8 videos with the word “abortion” in the title get recommended. Thus, we chose to assign weights according to
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a geometric series: 1−r
1−rn × rj , such that r = 0.9, j is the rank of the video in the recommendation list, and n is

the length of the list. As a result, the weights for the videos at the bottom of the list will not be negligible.

Then, we remove videos that were not recommended (i.e., seed videos that did not appear in any watched

video suggestion list) and then calculate multiple measures for every node (in-degree, eccentricity. . . ). We use

six of them to rank nodes according to their importance in the graph:

• In-degree, which qualifies how many times a video was recommended.

• Weighted in-degree, to take into account the rank of the video in others recommendation lists, because

appearing few times at the top of the lists may be better than appearing many times at the bottom of

the list.

• Eigen centrality, which is related to the frequency with which a node is visited during a random walk.

• PageRank, which uses the in-degree as the main measure, without letting nodes with no outgoing edges

absorb all the scores of nodes connected to them.

• Katz centrality, to enable popular videos to propagate their full weight to successors.

• Authority (Hyperlink Induced Topic Search [29]), which gives a node a high score if it is linked by a node

that links to many relevant vertices.

Since we want all measures to have the same weight in determining the significance of the videos, we normalize

each measure and sum them to have a new score for each node. Furthermore, the measures are correlated in

our graphs, and thus, averaging them makes sense: if they were not, the top videos (according to the averaged

score) may not be considered important by any measure.

We rank videos according to the newly calculated score, and choose the top one percent from each of the

six graphs to be labeled manually. We consider that this is more efficient than labeling all videos, not only

because it is way quicker, but also because any genuine user who follows the recommendations will not watch

thousands of videos, but only a very tiny subset, and their recommendation feed will probably include many of

the most influential nodes. In other words, quantifying the bias of the RS using all suggested videos may not

be the best solution, because recommending a biased item multiple times (in particular, in the recommendation

list of popular items) may be way more dangerous than having many rarely recommended biased items.

Selected videos from the first three profiles were categorized as “pro-abortion”, “neutral”, or “anti-abortion”.

For the last three profiles, we classified them into: “debunk” “misinformation”, “neutral”, or “misinformation”.

3.3 Labeling methodology

The labeling of abortion-related videos is carried out by first analyzing the text of the video’s title, description,

and popular well-rated comments to get an initial impression of the video’s stance on the abortion topic.

Determining these stances involves different methods, such as analyzing the titles, descriptions, and tags of

their videos, reviewing the content of their videos for expressed opinions on abortion, examining comments
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and engagement feedback, researching their online presence and reputation, and checking for affiliations or

endorsements with organizations holding known stances on abortion. Combining these approaches allows us to

gain insights into the pro or anti-abortion tendencies of the responsible party behind the YouTube channel. In

this way, each video is carefully watched and investigated, to determine whether it presents a clear pro-abortion

or anti-abortion stance. If the video information strongly advocate for one side or the other, it is labeled

accordingly. Alternatively, if no argument has been made for or against abortion, the video can be classified as

neutral.

In case of confusing content (difficult-to-classify videos), we further consider the source that produced the

video’s content to gain further insights into the potential biases and perspectives presented in the video. In

this case, we mainly investigate the person or entity (i.e., the YouTube channel) that uploaded the video, to

see if they are known for promoting a particular type of pro or anti-abortion stance. We also analyze their

content history, which may suggest a particular ideological leaning to abortion-related topics. Additionally, we

also considered the time spent discussing each viewpoint, to strengthen our belief about the right classification

of the video.

4 Results & Discussion

4.1 Classification of YouTube’s recommendations

A circle-pack layout was used to visualize the networks (Figure 2). This arrangement enables nodes (i.e., videos)

to be grouped hierarchically by attributes and plotted in circles, wherein nodes have close attribute values. In

our case, nodes were grouped first by their “in” degree, and then by their “weighted in” degree. The view count

and the length of the video had no correlation with the six measures we used. A visual inspection of the graphs

confirms this, since each circle has nodes of various sizes and colors. Table 1 reports some basic statistics about

the networks. Except for the third profile, all graphs are comparable w.r.t. these statistics.

Recommendation graph Nodes Edges Avg. degree Avg. path length Diameter
Profile 1 6837 53187 7.78 5.95 19
Profile 2 6974 55432 7.95 5.95 18
Profile 3 3241 14314 4.42 6.99 26
Profile 4 5761 43171 7.49 6.34 18
Profile 5 6734 47650 7.08 6.40 22
Profile 6 7486 54474 7.28 6.38 20

Table 1: Statistics of the recommendation graphs of the six profiles.

After annotating the most influential videos in each network, we report in Figure 3 the percentage of each

class. We found that the videos that endorse abortion are predominant in the 1% of the videos most promoted

by YouTube recommendations as identified by our ranking and selection procedure.

Compared to Profile 2, that was more exposed to anti-feminist content, Profile 1 was suggested a slightly

greater proportion of pro-abortion videos, and a smaller proportion of anti-abortion videos. Profile 3, that has

no viewing history, appears to rarely get anti-abortion suggestions.
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(a) Profile 1 (b) Profile 2 (c) Profile 3

(d) Profile 4 (e) Profile 5 (f) Profile 6

Figure 2: Recommendations graphs for the six profiles. The node’s size and color are correlated with the length
and number of views of the video, respectively.

In terms of dissemination of misinformation, YouTube seems to be successful in stopping the spread of false

content, since all three profiles hardly ever receive suggestions for misleading content. Although the predominant

recommendations are neutral, a huge chunk of the most influential videos are those that debunk misinformation.

However, compared to the other two profiles, Profile 4 appears to receive the fewest recommendations for videos

that dispel misconceptions.

4.2 Evaluation of the bias of YouTube’s recommendation system

We want to know how the top videos are ranked, and to have a single measurement of how biased each profile’s

recommendations are. For this purpose, we assign each labeled video a bias score s, which is −1 if it is “pro-

abortion” or “debunks misinformation”, 0 if it is neutral, and +1 if it is “anti-abortion” or “deceptive”. We

then calculate the total bias for each profile, using the formula:
∑n−1

j=0
2×(n−j)
n(n+1) × sj , where n is the number of

top 1% videos, and sj is the bias score given to the video of rank j + 1. The closer the measure is to 1, the

greater the influence of anti-abortion/deceptive videos in the profile; conversely, the closer it is to −1, the more

“pro-abortion”/“debunks misinformation” videos are in the top.
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Figure 3: Classification of the most influential videos in each graph.

Profile Total bias
Profile 1 -0.35
Profile 2 -0.42
Profile 3 -0.63
Profile 4 -0.22
Profile 5 -0.32
Profile 6 -0.29

Table 2: Measure of existing bias in each profile.

The calculated measure, Table 2, confirms that YouTube is more likely to recommend pro-abortion videos

and those that debunk misinformation, since it yields a negative score for all profiles. However, when considering

how videos are ranked, Profile 2 seems to tilt more towards pro-abortion videos than Profile 1. Indeed, while

Profile 1 was offered more pro-abortion videos and fewer anti-abortion videos than Profile 2, the anti-abortion

videos were more influential in its network.

To further compare the profiles (and not only the most important videos), we calculate the overlap coefficient

(OC), which is the percentage of videos that are shared by the profiles (Table 3). However, the OC does not take

into account how these common videos are ranked in the two profiles. As a result, we compute the Rank-biased

Overlap [63] (RBO) as well (Table 3). RBO analyzes two ranked lists, and produces a numeric value between

0 and 1 to indicate how similar they are. RBO is tuned for top-weightedness (i.e., similarities at the top of the

two lists have a greater weight), which is adjusted by a parameter p that controls the steepness of the weight

decline. The smaller p, the more top-weighted the measure is. We used p = 0.97 to limit the measure to only

the first 1000 rankings when comparing profiles, and to give 95% of the evaluation weight to the top 1% of

videos.
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OC RBO
Profiles 1 & 2 0.78 0.47
Profiles 1 & 3 0.83 0.23
Profiles 2 & 3 0.84 0.40
Profiles 4 & 5 0.77 0.44
Profiles 4 & 6 0.81 0.50
Profiles 5 & 6 0.80 0.64

Table 3: Overlap between profiles.

Profiles that started with contrasted watch histories (Profiles 1 and 2 / Profiles 4 and 5) had slightly fewer

common videos when compared with those that started with no watch history. However, we can say that all

profiles had a lot of similar recommendations. When considering the influence of the overlapping videos in their

networks, the RBO measure shows that, despite the considerable overlap, videos are not recommended in the

same way, particularly in the top rankings.

We found no substantial differences across profiles in the proportion of each class for labeled videos, except

for the lack of anti-abortion recommendations for Profile 3. This might be because the RS treats all profiles

similarly when proposing abortion videos, or because the quantity of videos seen to establish the profile history

was insignificant in comparison to the number of watched videos that discuss abortion. In other words, even if

the watch history may have had a bigger effect on the first recommended videos, this effect may have diminished

as the experiment went on. That is why, while studying the effects of browsing/watch history on the RS, we

recommend to periodically revisit a collection of chosen items, to ensure that the effect of browsing/watch

history persists even in the latter stages of the experiment.

5 Discussion

5.1 Review of findings and contributions

In this work, we focused on examining YouTube recommendations with the aim of auditing the spread of

misinformation and biased content pertaining to abortion, a complex and multifaceted topic encompassing

both social and health dimensions. We acquired 11174 unique videos which appeared over 38k times in the

recommendations given by YouTube to six simulated individuals from various backgrounds looking for abortion

content on the platform. We built a graph of recommendations for each profile, and through the use of graph

theory, we annotated the most important videos in the network based on averaging different centrality metrics.

Our choice of centrality metrics (In-degree, Weighted in-degree, Eigen centrality, PageRank, Katz centrality,

Authority) demonstrates a thoughtful consideration of different dimensions of influence, such as connectivity,

authority, and popularity. The average of these metrics allows to (1) identify videos that have consistently high

influence across various criteria, enhancing the reliability of our ranking, and (2) mitigate potential biases that

might arise from relying on a single measure, and provide a more comprehensive view of the videos’ importance

within the network.

The idea of using graph centrality measures to select the most important nodes (videos) is a highly commend-
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able approach to performing bias analysis, which is often used to evaluate social influence in social networks

[26, 10]. On the one hand, by identifying these top-ranked videos, we are effectively identifying content that

significantly shapes the network’s dynamics and user interactions. These influential videos are likely to hold

substantial effect over opinions and information dissemination, perhaps perpetuating or challenging biases. On

the other hand, this would emphasize a strategic and optimized use of resources and efforts. Thus, our approach

circumvents the labeling bottleneck, which is usually challenging and time-consuming, especially for large video

datasets. This optimization results in a notably faster auditing process, enhancing the overall efficiency. We un-

derline the importance of training the sock puppets, including the initial training to tailor the selected themes

and ideologies, because trained sock puppets offer a balance between fake and real users for audit purposes

[24, 55]. More precisely, they trigger the same feedback loops as real users to allow for better personalization,

while isolating the impact of YouTube’s recommendations on bias and radicalization. This is difficult to do if

we only use real user interaction histories.

We anticipated considerable variations in the recommendations that users with contrasted watching histories

would receive, and yet, YouTube appears to provide similar recommendations to all users when they search for

and watch abortion-related videos. We can thus claim that (1) pro-abortion content seems to be more prominent

than anti-abortion content in YouTube’s recommendations, and (2) YouTube has been successful in halting the

dissemination of false information, at least when it comes to recommendations. In this context, our research

findings pertaining to the dissemination of abortion-related misinformation on YouTube align with the platform’s

announcement in July 2022 that it intends to undertake measures to eliminate such misinformation [68, 16].

Notably, our study was conducted subsequently to this announcement. It is worth mentioning that, for a more

robust validation of YouTube’s announcement, a parallel study conducted prior to the aforementioned date could

have provided a basis for enhanced comparison and confirmation. Furthermore, our analysis show that users

with previous watching (and searching) histories of medical and medicine-related content tend to encounter fewer

videos dispelling abortion misconceptions, while individuals who previously watched feminism-related content

appear to receive more anti-abortion videos. With all that being said, our contribution stands as the first study

to present these auditing investigations and results regarding YouTube abortion-related recommendations.

5.2 Limitations and future directions

The scope of the study was restricted to measuring bias in the recommendation list using the topmost 1%

of influential videos selected by our graph analysis approach. While these findings provide valuable insights,

particularly in the context of our abortion-focused study, it is important to note that the applicability of these

results’ production details may not be universally applicable to other contentious topics in an identical manner.

The feasibility and effectiveness of employing similar methodologies for different topics will inevitably depend

on various factors, including the topic’s sensitivity, its impact on individuals and societies, and the nature,

volume, and prevalence of its related content across the internet. These factors will definitely influence the

ranking of videos (or information sources in general) based on the centrality measurements, which will give
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further insights on the considerations and selection procedures of the most influential videos. Thus, we do

not consider this variability as a critical limitation of our study, because it basically serves as a parameter

that needs to be tailored to each specific use case when implementing such auditing methodologies. However,

we agree that using 1% of the videos for analysis could potentially limit the scope and generalizability of the

findings. In this context, it would be interesting for future works to employ some machine learning techniques

to extrapolate from partially labeled data, which can help to address this limitation by expanding the dataset.

Thus, comparing the outcomes of analyses performed on both partially labeled data and ML-extrapolated data

could provide useful insights regarding the impact of data size and the performance of the extrapolation process,

which could enhance the comprehensiveness and reliability of the conclusions of our study.

In addition, the data labeling process was conducted by an individual committed to maintaining strict

neutrality, objectivity, and accuracy with repetitive revision. Despite these efforts, the potential for some bias

and errors cannot be entirely ruled out. Even with the best intentions, individual interpretations and subtle

subjectivity can inadvertently seep into the labeling process. Therefore, we agree that our study’s robustness

could be further enhanced by increasing the number of labeled videos and adopting a more rigorous labeling

approach (e.g., using a collaborative labeling method or implementing comprehensive quality control checks).

These improvements would lead to more precise measurements and statistically strong results.

Our methodology can be used by any third-party auditor, regardless of platform or topic, and it can be swiftly

adopted to audit any RS, without any understanding of the underlying algorithm. However, to investigate the

formation of filter bubbles [44] in recommendations (or any type of radicalization that may happen over time),

the annotation of the entire collected data may be required, since we cannot examine such dynamic properties

with only a few labeled items. An interesting extension to this work might also include measuring bias in the

homepage feed and the search engine.

6 Conclusion

This study sheds light on an important problem concerning the algorithmic personalization behind YouTube’s

recommendations for abortion-related videos, and the impact of inherent recommendation biases on the dissem-

ination of misinformation and biased content. The importance of this research is heightened by the increased

reliance on internet information, which is driven by its accessibility and cost-effectiveness. This tendency is

especially noticeable in countries with low and middle incomes, where social media are increasingly used for

health-related purposes [21]. As a result, the spread of health misinformation on platforms such as YouTube

has the potential to lead to harmful abortion-related health decisions that can have serious consequences for

people’s lives.

The study’s findings show that YouTube’s recommendations tend to prioritize pro-abortion content over

anti-abortion content, and the platform has generally demonstrated efficacy in reducing misinformation spread

within its recommendations. However, some findings of this study raise intriguing possibilities regarding the

potential emergence of polarization and filter bubble phenomena. Indeed, the observation that users who engage
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with medical content are exposed to fewer videos dispelling abortion misconceptions, while those interested in

feminism-related content receive more anti-abortion videos, could inadvertently contribute to these concerns.

Such behavior may reinforce pre-existing beliefs, contributing to polarization and inhibiting constructive dis-

course. Additionally, the identified content distribution patterns could imply the presence of filter bubbles,

which limit users’ exposure to a diverse range of perspectives. Recommendation systems have to judiciously

personalize their recommendations according to user preferences while respecting diversity and fairness criteria.

These safety measurements in the recommendations are crucial for preventing the emergence of polarization

and filter bubble effects [40, 17].

In conclusion, by conducting this analysis, we sought to provide insights on the potential impact of al-

gorithmic recommendations in shaping public perceptions and understanding of abortion-related content on

social media platforms, which heavily rely on recommendation algorithms. Our research aimed to identify and

address any inaccuracies or biases that could contribute to the spread of misinformation, with the goal of pro-

moting a more reliable and trustworthy information environment regarding abortion and its related healthcare

implications.
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